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GRAHAM WEBBER ROI IEA
Graham was born in North East Essex in 1980 and is an
elected member of The Royal Institute of Oil Painters and
the Institute of East Anglian Artists. His love of oil paint stems
from the adaptability and responsiveness of the medium. East
Anglian painters such as Edward Seago, Harry Becker and John
Constable are sources of constant inspiration. Most of Graham’s
paintings are influenced by the appreciation of nature and the
landscape itself whether at home in East Anglia or further afield.
“An hour or two in front of the subject will give you a story so
long and varied that it is impossible to include everything you
experience, what drives me to paint is the pursuit of interpreting
the highlights of that story into a meaningful piece of work”.
Exhibiting regularly around the UK, Graham’s work has also
been shown at the annual exhibitions of The Royal Institute
of Oil Painters, The Royal Society of Marine Artists and The
Royal Society of British Artists at the Mall Galleries, London.
In 2012 Graham’s work was selected as part of the Lynn PainterStainers Prize Exhibition, touring the Mall Galleries and WH
Patterson, London. The same year, Graham received the Menena
Joy Schwabe Memorial Award for an outstanding oil painter at
the Royal Institute of Oil Painters annual exhibition. He was also
the winner of the Daler-Rowney Prize, IEA Committee’s Choice
for a group of paintings shown at the Institute of East Anglian
Artists annual exhibition and was selected for the Frank Herring
Award at the Royal Institute of Oil Painters exhibition in 2014.
Graham’s paintings are collected throughout the UK, Europe and
the USA and are also held in the Albert Sloman Library’s (University
of Essex) permanent collection.
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Blythburgh Church Oil on board 16 x 24 inches
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Arlesford Sunset Oil on board 16 x 24 inches

Sennen Cove Oil on board 7 x 10 inches
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Southwold Beach Oil on board 24 x 36 inches

This exhibition brings together a body of work inspired by Graham’s local region - East Anglia together with paintings
from some of his favourite places around the UK. East Anglia offers a unique landscape where the influence of the
sky has been a constant source of inspiration for generations of artists. It is the main draw for Graham as well, where
the atmosphere changes in an instant with the passing of a cloud shadow or the sudden appearance of a sunlight on
a distant field. Born and raised in North East Essex he is always drawn back to the open landscape and big skies of
East Anglia.
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East Anglian Landscape Oil on board 12 x 30 inches

Bude Oil on board 16 x 32 inches
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Porlock from Hurlstone Point Oil on board 12 x 16 inches
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Along the Stour Valley Oil on board 8 x 10 inches

Porlock Weir Oil on board 16 x 24 inches

Near Arger Fen Oil on board 7 x 10 inches

Penny Steel Cliffs, Staithes Oil on board 16 x 24 inches
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West Mersea from Monkey Beach Oil on board 24 x 36 inches

“I take a lot of pleasure in the natural world around us, the incidental compositions and happenings that occur and only seem
to appear when you slow things down and tune in. Observation is key, not only analytically but emotionally too. The constant
changing of atmosphere and light create an ever moving and evolving environment. Taking a moment to observe those changes,
however subtle, helps to understand just how much is happening. A change of wind direction or a moving cloud shadow creates new
compositions and can change the dynamism or drama of a subject.”
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Evening Landscape Oil on board 12 x 16 inches

Deben Yacht Club Woodbridge Oil on board 16 x 24 inches
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Holkham Dunes Oil on board 23 x 35 inches
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Orford Castle Oil on board 16 x 24 inches

“Whatever nature gives us or we build or shape, cannot escape the influence of atmosphere which links them all. That influence
effects colour, tone, composition and shape and is constantly changing, sometimes fast and other times slower and our response
often fluctuates accordingly. This continued development provides a wealth of subject matter for interpretation at any given place
and that is the root of my inspiration, the purpose for painting and why there is always another painting to create.”
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The scheme allows people to
apply for an interest free loan
of up to £25,000 for the purchase
of original works of art or craft
in any media. No deposit is
required, and loans are repayable
in 10 monthly interest free
installments. Own Art is only
available through approved
outlets.
Own Art is an Arts Council England initiative
operated by Creative Sector Services CIC in
partnership with Creative Scotland and Arts
Council of Northern Ireland. It is designed to
make it easy and affordable for everyone to own
high quality contemporary art and craft. The
scheme also seeks to support the creative
economy by encouraging increased sales of work
by living artists from a wide range of visual arts
venues across the country.
Own Art is only available through approved
outlets. For a full list of participating galleries
please visit www.ownart.org.uk
For more information on the scheme,
please contact the gallery.

Boats at Heybridge Basin
Oil on board 16 x 24 inches

Cliffs at Staithes Oil on board 12 x 16 inches
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